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Abstract Corrugations are used to stiffen sheet materials and in so doing they increase

the bending and torsional stiffness in one direction and reduce the in plane membrane

stiffness in the other. In this paperweexamine the implicationsof this for the equilibrium

of corrugated plate and shell structures. In particular we show that if the derivation is

kept in terms of membrane strain energy then such a structure is statically determinate.

As a result, a closed-form solution is obtained for a corrugated shell which is simple to

solve numerically and could allow a designer to explore a range of different corrugation

patterns and support conditions in the initial stage of design

Keywords Shells � Plates � Corrugations � Membrane action � Conceptual
design

Introduction

In architecture, shell structures are used to span large areas like airports or stadiums

because they require no intermediate support. Spanning such large areas is done

most efficiently with shells because shell structures gain additional strength due to

their curvature. However, shell structures are prone to buckling at a load below their
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ideal theoretical capacity. Methods of preventing buckling include increasing the

thickness of the shell or adding stiffening ribs. Another solution that is more

architecturally and aesthetically interesting is to corrugate the shell’s surface.

Corrugating shells is a natural solution as found in clamshells or ammonitida

shells like those from Haeckel’s Kunstformen der Natur (Art Forms in Nature) They

have also been used in technology on the small and large scale. On the small scale,

corrugation is used to stiffen and strengthen metal sheets which have been used on

airplane and automotive fuselage. On a large scale, corrugations are used in shells

like that of the Palazzetto dello Sport by Pier Luigi Nervi. Recent study has shown

that corrugations can make an important contribution to the buckling resistance of

shells (Malek 2012).

Problem Statement

The structural analysis of corrugated plates and shells is complex and relies on

computational models and finite element analysis. For the early stages of design,

simple analytic solutions are needed to help the engineer quickly assess the

structural design. Furthermore, without close examination and understanding of the

fundamental mechanics of corrugated plates and shells, erroneous results could be

misinterpreted from a finite element analysis. Thus the aim of this paper is to derive

and provide engineers with the equilibrium equations of corrugated plates and

shells, ultimately proving that the structure is statically determinate and can be

solved with closed-form solutions.

Structural Mechanics Background

Shell structures rely on two sorts of stiffness: membrane and bending stiffness

(Calladine 1989). Membrane stiffness is the shell’s resistance to changes in length

of the surface. The word ’membrane’ suggests a fabric-like material that can only

work in tension, but in structural mechanics it is applied to all shells, working in

tension and/or compression. For a solid shell of thickness t made from a material of

Young’s modulus E, the membrane stiffness per unit width is equal to Et. This

ignores Poisson’s ratio effects where changes of length in one direction and

membrane stress in the perpendicular direction interact.

The second kind of stiffness is bending stiffness, which is resistance to change of

curvature. For the same solid shell the bending stiffness is Et3=12. If the size of a

shell is represented by its span S, then the relative importance of bending to

membrane stiffness is represented by the ratio t2=S2. It is much easier to bend a

surface than it is to stretch it and therefore shells try to deform by reducing the

amount of stretching to a minimum. Sometimes it is possible to deform with no

stretching and this is called inextensional deformation. Lord Rayleigh showed that

ringing bells deform primarily by inextensional deformation and hence the

fundamental natural frequency is proportional to the square root of the bending

stiffness (Strutt 1890).
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Thus shells rely on a combination of bending and membrane stiffness and this is

particularly true for shells in compression that have to resist buckling (Woinowsky-

Krieger 1959; Wright 1965).

Corrugations are significant in structural terms because they increase the bending

stiffness in the direction parallel to the corrugations, but decrease the membrane

stiffness in the perpendicular direction due to what one might term the ’bellows’

effect in which a change in length is accomplished by bending rather than

stretching. Both the increase in bending stiffness and the decrease in membrane

stiffness can be of many orders of magnitude, depending upon the ratio between the

size of the corrugations and the thickness of the shell. Keith Seffen and Simon Guest

and their colleagues in Cambridge (Korsunsky et al. 2009; Norman et al.

2008, 2009; Seffen 2012) have studied corrugated shells from the point of view

of constructing a mechanism, however, we shall look at how a corrugated shell or

plate can carry load.

The paper is mathematical, but the essential structural idea is relatively simple. A

corrugated shell or plate is stiff in bending in the direction of the corrugations and

flexible in bending in the perpendicular direction. First we will show that shells are

statically determinate in membrane theory. Then we will derive equilibrium

equations for a plate or shell with fine corrugations leading to a statically

determinate structure.

Membrane Action

Figure 1 shows what we shall call a ‘corrugated plate’, that is a structure made from

a thin sheet which is essentially flat, but upon which there are superimposed a wave-

like system of corrugations. Figure 2a and b show two ‘corrugated shells’ that is

again structures made from a thin sheet, but which are curved before superimposing

wave-like corrugations. Figure 2a has coarse corrugations whereas Fig. 2b has fine

corrugations. The mathematics in this paper will assume that the corrugations are

‘extremely fine’ so that in the limit we have a flat or curved surface whose local

properties are determined by the corrugations. The idea is similar to the equivalent

continuum used by Wright (1965).

We will assume that a corrugated shell or plate acts by membrane action, but

with a limited amount of bending action to ‘share the load across corrugations’. In

Fig. 1 Corrugated plate
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addition we shall assume that the load is vertical in which case we can use the Airy

stress function in plan and only need to consider vertical equilibrium.

Equation (1) is equation (f) from Article 113 in Chapter 14 of Timoshenko and

Woinowsky-Krieger (1959), which gives references to the original derivation by

Pucher.

o2F

ox2
o2z

oy2
� 2

o2F

oxoy

o2z

oxoy
þ o2F

oy2
o2z

ox2
¼ q ð1Þ

However, we shall use the symbol / instead of F to be consistent with Green and

Zerna (1968). Thus we have:

o2/
ox2

o2z

oy2
� 2

o2/
oxoy

o2z

oxoy
þ o2/

oy2
o2z

ox2
¼ q ð2Þ

in which / x; yð Þ is the Airy stress function, z x; yð Þ is the height of the shell and

q x; yð Þ is the vertical load on the shell per unit plan area. The membrane stresses,

expressed as the horizontal component of force per unit plan length are

rx ¼
o2/
oy2

ð3Þ

ry ¼
o2/
ox2

ð4Þ

sxy ¼ syx ¼ � o2/
oxoy

: ð5Þ

Equation (2) can be written in plane curvilinear coordinates as

eacebqzjab/jcq ¼ q ð6Þ

which is equation (11.2.11) of Green and Zerna (1968). Note that the curvilinear

coordinates are referred to a plane z ¼ constant and therefore order of covariant

differentiation is immaterial. Upon using the summation convention we have

e12e12 zj11/j22 � 2zj12/j12 þ zj22/j11
� �

¼ q ð7Þ

which is the same as Eq. (2), if we swap / and z.

Fig. 2 a Shell with coarse corrugations. b Shell with fine corrugations
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Let us define the shape of a corrugated shell by

z ¼ Z þ h cosw ð8Þ

in which Z gives the overall shape and h cosw gives the corrugations which are

assumed to be sinusoidal. Z, h and w are functions of the curvilinear coordinates h1

and h2 and therefore of x and y. In the case of a corrugated plate we would have

Z ¼ 0.

We can form the second covariant derivative using the same rules as for the

partial derivative to give

zjab ¼ Zjab þ hjab � hwjawjb
� �

cosw� hjawjb þ wjahjb þ hwjab
� �

sinw: ð9Þ

Now let us assume that the stress function balancing a vertical load is of the form

/ ¼ Uþ f coswþ F sinw ð10Þ

leading to

/jcq ¼ Ujcq þ f jcq � fwjcwjq þ Fjcwjq þ wjcFjq þ Fwjcq
� �

cosw ð11Þ

þ Fjcq � Fwjcwjq � f jcwjq � wjc f jq � fwjcq
� �

sinw: ð12Þ

Upon substituting Eqs. (9) and (11) into Eq. (6) we have

q ¼ Aþ B coswþ C sinwþ Dcos2wþ E cosw sinwþ Gsin2w ð13Þ

and we shall assume that the local bending stiffness of the shell or plate can ‘share

the load across corrugations’ to give the ‘local average load’

�q ¼ Aþ D

2
þ G

2
: ð14Þ

This is based upon the fact that the average value of cosw, sinw and cosw sinw is

zero, whereas the average value of cos2w and sin2w is 1
2
.

If we assume that the unknowns are U, f and F in Eq. (10) then we need two more

equations in addition to Eq. (14). It would seem reasonable to stipulate that the

coefficients of cosw and sinw are both zero in Eq. (13) so that

B ¼ 0 ð15Þ

C ¼ 0: ð16Þ

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (13) using Eqs. (6), (9) and (11) gives

eacebq
Zjab f jcq � fwjcwjq þ Fjcwjq þ wjcFjq þ Fwjcq

� �

þ hjab � hwjawjb
� �

Ujcq

0

B@

1

CA ¼ 0 ð17Þ

and
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eacebq
Zjab Fjcq � Fwjcwjq � f jcwjq � wjc f jq � fwjcq

� �

þ hjawjb þ wjahjb þ hwjab
� �

Ujcq

0

B@

1

CA ¼ 0: ð18Þ

Finally using Eqs. (6), (9) and (11), Eq. (14) becomes

�q ¼ eacebqZjabUjcq ð19Þ

þ 1

2
eacebq hjab � hwjawjb

� � f jcq � fwjcwjq
þFjcwjq þ wjcFjq þ Fwjcq

 !

ð20Þ

� 1

2
eacebq hjawjb þ wjahjb þ hwjab

� � Fjcq � Fwjcwjq
� f jcwjq � wjc f jq � fwjcq

 !

: ð21Þ

Approximation

In order to make Eqs. (17), (18) and (19) tractable, let us assume that we have fine,

short wavelength corrugations so that w varies quickly over the surface. We will

therefore only take the highest order term in w Eqs. (17), (18) and (19) to give

eacebqwjawjb Zjcqf þ hUjcq
� �

¼ 0; ð22Þ

eacebqwjawjbZjcqF ¼ 0 ð23Þ

and

�q ¼ eacebqZjabUjcq �
1

2
eacebqwjawjb hfð Þjcq: ð24Þ

We are not interested in Eq. (23) since it only gives us F (unless

eacebqwjawjbZjcq ¼ 0) which does not appear in Eqs. (22) and (24). Equations (22)

and (24) are two simultaneous differential equations in the unknowns U and f and

therefore the corrugated shell structure is statically determinate.

A simple example is the corrugated arch shown on Fig. 3. Clearly the arch carries

a uniform load by a uniform axial stress, but asymmetric bending is taken by the

corrugations giving bending stiffness.

Application to Plates

In the case of a corrugated plate Eq. (24) reduces to

�q ¼ � 1

2
eacebqwjawjb hfð Þjcq ð25Þ

or
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q ¼ � ow
ox

� �2
o2 hfð Þ
oy2

þ 2
ow
ox

ow
oy

o2 hfð Þ
oxoy

� ow
oy

� �2
o2 hfð Þ
ox2

ð26Þ

in Cartesian coordinates. This is a parabolic differential equation in f, although

actually only the product hf occurs in the equation, so that we can treat hf as the

unknown and only specify the plan shape of the corrugations via w.

Straight Corrugations

The case of straight corrugations is especially simple and if we substitute

z ¼ h x; yð Þ cos 2px
k

� �
ð27Þ

/ ¼ f x; yð Þ cos 2px
k

� �
ð28Þ

into Eq. (26) we obtain

�q ¼ � 1

2

2p
k

� �2
o2 hfð Þ
oy2

ð29Þ

which has the solution

hf ¼ �q
k
2p

� �2

y2 � L2

4

� �
ð30Þ

where L is the span.

Figure 4a shows z below and / above for a corrugated sheet. We could of course

swap z below and /, or if we prefer we could use the same shape for both as in

Fig. 3 Corrugated arch
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Fig. 4b. The stress given by the stress function used in Fig. 4a can be compared to

results using the finite element method described in Molina et al. (2014).

Conclusions and Further Work

We have demonstrated that corrugated plates and shells can be considered to be

essentially statically determinate. If they are not sufficiently supported, then they

will be mechanisms and this could be a further line of research, which could be

compared with the results from Cambridge (Korsunsky et al. 2009; Norman et al.

2008, 2009; Seffen 2012).

The differential equations (25) and (26) are simple to solve numerically and a

range of different corrugation patterns and support conditions could be investigated.

Corrugation patterns would be chosen partly on aesthetics and partly on functional

grounds. However, this research will allow engineers and designers to quantify the

effects of corrugation on the structural performance, making more informed

decisions during the early phase of design.
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